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INTRODUCTION
To extract oil and gas in tight shale formations, hydraulic
fracturing is used to stimulate fracture growth and increase permeability. Typically, low (−3:0 to 0.0 M w ) magnitude earthquakes are produced during hydraulic fracturing (Maxwell
et al., 2002, 2009). In a few cases, however, hydraulic fracturing
has been linked to widely observed larger, so-called positive
magnitude, earthquakes. Examples include earthquakes felt by
the general population in such areas as Blackpool, England,
M L 2.3 (de Pater and Baisch, 2011), Horn River Basin, Canada, M L 3.8 (British Colombia Oil and Gas Commission
[BCOGC], 2012), and Oklahoma M L 2.9 (Holland, 2011,
2013) and more recently in Ohio (Skoumal, 2014). In this paper, we show the first evidence of positive magnitude earthquakes on a previously unmapped fault in Harrison County,
Ohio, that can be related to a hydraulic fracture operation.

REGIONALLY LOCATED EVENTS
A series of six earthquakes were located by the Array Network
Facility regional seismic network using the Incorporated
Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) EarthScope
Transportable Array (TA) stations in Ohio on 2 October
2013. These earthquakes were located south of Clendening
Lake in Harrison County near the town of Uhrichsville, Ohio,
and included two M w 2.0 events. This series of earthquakes was
followed by four more events with M w 1.7–2.2 from 3 to 19
October. There were no felt reports for any of these earthquakes.
Upon inspection of the OhioSeis seismic network catalog (Hansen and Ruff, 2003) and other available historical catalogs in the
region (Stover and Coffman, 1993), this series of earthquakes is
the first known seismic occurrence in the region.
The closest station to the earthquakes was the IRIS
EarthScope TA O53A station located within 2–3 km of the
earthquakes based on S–P times of 0:66 ! 0:02 s for all 10
earthquakes (Ⓔ Table S1, available in the electronic suppledoi: 10.1785/0220140127

ment to this article). Notably, the waveforms at TA O53A
of each of the earthquakes were remarkably similar (Fig. 1)
suggesting that all seismic events were from the same source.
Initial locations of the earthquakes were calculated by manually picking P and S arrivals using SeisAn software (Havskov and
Ottemöller, 1999) and via HYPOCENTER location algorithm
(Lienert et al., 1986; Lienert and Havskov, 1995). We used a
regional 1D velocity model, herein called “NE Ohio” velocity
model (Hansen and Ruff, 2003; Kim, 2013) with a V P =V S
of 1.73 (Ⓔ Table S2). The initial locations of the earthquakes
were widely distributed laterally and vertically and showed no
pronounced clustering. Moment magnitudes for each of the
earthquakes were determined using SeisAn’s spectral long-period
displacement fitting algorithm (Ottemöller and Havskov, 2003)
using the average M w of the five closest TA stations.
All 10 earthquakes were then relocated using the NE Ohio
velocity model and HYPOINVERSE (Klein, 2007) to obtain
an improved uncertainty ellipsoid and improved precision in
starting location (Fig. 2b). The earthquakes had an average root
mean square (rms) of 0.062 s, average vertical uncertainty of
!732 m, and average horizontal uncertainty of !432 m.
Using manual phase picks to relocate the earthquakes with
the double-difference algorithm HypoDD (Waldhauser and
Ellsworth, 2000; Waldhauser, 2001) showed no pronounced
structure responsible for the sequence. Employing waveform
cross-correlation techniques around the phase arrivals (Schaff,
2008; Schaff and Waldhauser, 2010) along with the manual
phase picks, however, helped to better constrain the relative locations (Fig. 2b). After HypoDD relocations on the combined
data, the seismicity defined roughly a linear pattern oriented
east–west as the possible source of the earthquakes with depth
ranges of 3.8–4.0 km. The HypoDD relative uncertainty derived from the singular value decomposition (SVD) option
was !84 m longitudinal, !107 m latitudinal, and !115 m
vertical. Unfortunately, first-motion focal mechanisms could
not be obtained for any of the earthquakes due to noisy data
at more distant stations and inadequate station distribution.
To better constrain the absolute location of the regional
cluster, we performed back-azimuth analysis on threecomponent data of TA O53A station using the method of
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▴ Figure 1. Normalized P-wave aligned waveforms from O53A’s (a) vertical component, BHZ, and (b) one horizontal component, BHE,
channels for 10 earthquakes located using Transportable Array (TA) stations.
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Figure 2. (a) The location of TA stations deployed in Ohio with
the TA stations used (red inverted triangles) in locating the 10
earthquakes observed from 2 to 19 October. The small rectangle
around O53A is the region expanded in map (b). (b) The TA station
O53A (red triangle) and four portable station locations (green triangles). The 10 regional earthquakes located by HYPOINVERSE
(numbered blue error ellipses) are also plotted together with their
final locations using HypoDD (solid blue circles). The three horizontal wells stimulated during the early and late part of 2013 are
also shown marked at the toe of the horizontal section by the labels R3, R2, and R4. The map projection of their paths is shown as
red, blue, and green lines, respectively.
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Roberts et al. (1989). The back azimuths were computed based
on 1 s- and 2 s window measurements around the P arrival for
each earthquake. The analysis showed that all of the earthquakes were on average at 174° north azimuth !14° from
TA O53A (Fig. 2a), which is inconsistent with the majority
of the HYPOINVERSE locations that scatter about the TA
O53A station. This inconsistency indicates a need for a better
modeling of the velocity structure in the region and a need for
station corrections.

The EarthScope TA stations were primarily deployed to study
deep regional structures across the United States continental
region. Hence, the next nearest TA stations to O53A are about
50–120 km away. Thus, their records showed poor or no visible
signals for small-sized earthquakes located outside the 5 km
proximity. Therefore, to determine if there are other possible
earthquakes or earthquake sequence in this region prior to the
2 October cluster, the study focused on the O53A station dataset in which we applied a template event cross-correlation signal detection technique (Gibbons and Ringdal, 2006; Holland,
2013; van der Elst et al., 2013; Meng and Peng, 2014) to find
lower magnitude earthquakes. The 2 October 10:06 UTC
M w 2.0 earthquake was used as a template event due to its high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the station. The template was
built from a 5.0 s window of the vertical component that includes the full waveform: pre-P noise, P arrival, S arrival, and
S-coda portion of the earthquake. The event template was filtered from 1.0 to 5.0 Hz and then 10% cosine tapered. Because
the template includes the full waveform, matching waveform
detections can be assumed to be from earthquakes that are very
close to the template event in location and focal mechanisms
and therefore are likely to be on the same fault.
The template was applied to over a month of data (1 September to 2 October) prior to the first locatable earthquakes.
With a detection threshold ≥ 0:60 for the normalized crosscorrelation coefficient, this process produced 1072 earthquake
signal detections as shown in Figure 3a. Upon visual inspection,
however, we observed that around 15% of the detections were
false and some earthquakes with a low SNR were barely resolvable. To improve the event identification, the detection threshold of 0.70 was used, which produced 698 detections with a
significant reduction in false detections. In this second set of
detected waveforms, however, accurate picks for both P- and
S-phase arrivals were still not possible. A detection threshold
of 0.85 yielded 298 matches with zero false detections (Fig. 3b),
whereas lower thresholds resulted in a progressively greater
number of false detections. The earliest among these 298 identified waveforms were observed on 8 September at 06:21 UTC,
whereas the greatest density of detections per time interval occurred between 1 October (08:41 UTC) and 2 October (23:59
UTC). During this 39-h period, a total 190 earthquakes were
identified whereas the largest number of detections in a single
day of 120 occurred on 2 October. Not surprisingly, waveforms
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Figure 3. (a) Detection cross-correlation coefficients versus M w magnitude for the TA O53A vertical component from 5 September 2013
00:00 UTC to 2 October 2013 00:00 UTC. (b) Magnitude of the events over time from start of hydraulic fracturing operations on 7 September
2013 (time 0) on Ryser-2, Ryser-3, and Ryser-4 wells with corresponding pumping rates shown in blue, red, and green, respectively. The
black lines and circles represent earthquakes with detections only (cross-correlation threshold ≥ 0:85) from TA O53A whereas the red lines
and circles represent earthquakes located using the OhioNet four portable stations and TA O53A. The purple line represents the cumulative moment over the same time in dyn·cm. There were no detections above cross-correlation threshold 0.85 going back to December
2012 when the station was installed.
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▴ Figure 4. Thirty-two similar waveforms aligned on P arrival of event detection matched by cross-correlation detector for the 24-h
period on 1 October 2013 00:00 UTC for TA O53A BHZ. The waveforms shown had cross-correlation coefficients greater than 0.94, with
magnitudes in the range from M w 0.0 to 1.54. All waveforms were band-pass filtered from 1 to 10 Hz and scaled to plot in the same vertical
window size showing 3 s of data.
for each of the detections were very similar to the M w 2.0 event
with analogous S–P times and comparable first motions for
higher SNR records. Examples of waveforms detected by cross
correlation are shown in Figure 4.
To determine whether any earthquakes occurred prior to 7
September, the cross correlation was further applied on the TA
O53A data as far back as the station installation date of 13
December 2012 using the same template and the lower coefficient threshold of 0.60. After visually inspecting all detections
prior to the start of injection, we observed there were a few
false detections but no earthquakes. Results showed no other
signals in this area matching the template. In contrast, an additional 180 earthquakes were detected by applying the same
cross-correlation event template to the TA O53A data from
3 October through 31 December 2013. The last of these earthquake detections was on 13 December 2013 (22:08 UTC); no
further detections were observed after this date. With the
assumption that the earthquakes occurred at the same relative
location, magnitudes for the detections were established by
computing the rms amplitude ratios of a 1.0 s window centered
around the P arrival relative to the template (Kim and Chapman, 2005; Kim, 2013). Using a change-point detection

technique (Amorèse, 2007) with the entire population of magnitudes, we calculated a magnitude of completeness of M w 0.0
and a b-value of 0:88 ! 0:08 as shown in Figure 5.

COINCIDENT HYDRAULIC FRACTURING
OPERATION IN THE REGION
Based on the publicly available Ohio Department of Natural
Resources (ODNR) map of oil and gas wells in the area, at least
seven horizontal wells had undergone hydraulic fracturing from
February to October of 2013 near and around Clendening Lake,
particularly the Boyscout and Ryser wells. Interestingly, the Boyscout wells located almost beneath O53A station were stimulated in early 2013 but showed no corresponding activity on
the seismic record at the TA station. Ryser-2, Ryser-3, and
Ryser-4 wells, however, are three horizontal wells that were hydraulically stimulated in the area from early September up to the
first week of October 2013. Based on reports submitted to
ODNR, these wells were drilled horizontally into the Ordovician
age Point Pleasant formation at the depth of ∼2422 m from the
surface and are parallel to each other trending north-northwest
(∼325° N azimuth) and extend to approximately 1.5 km (Fig. 1).
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PORTABLE NETWORK DEPLOYMENT AND
RESULTS

▴ Figure 5. Gutenberg–Richter magnitude plot with cumulative
number of earthquakes greater than a given M w as circles (0.1
magnitude bin) shown on the vertical axis and M w magnitude
on the horizontal axis. The regression (red line) for b-value is using
change-point detection algorithm automatically determining a
minimum magnitude of completeness of M w 0.0 to determine a
b-value of 0:88 ! 0:08.
The total horizontal separation of the three wells was ∼370 m
between Ryser-3 and Ryser-2 and ∼270 m between Ryser-2 and
Ryser-4. Hydraulic fracturing of Ryser-2 began on 7 September at
04:36 UTC and continued over 20 stages until 13 September at
02:07 UTC. The second fractured well was the Ryser-4 with 24
stages starting on 14 September at 03:55 UTC and ending on 26
September at 13:03 UTC. The last well fractured with over 47
stages was Ryser-3 from 19 September at 03:57 UTC to 6 October at 13:18 UTC. The volumes of fluid injected into the
three wells during the above operations were 24; 500 m3 for
Ryser-2, 39; 500 m3 for Ryser-3, and 30; 175 m3 for Ryser-4.
Rates of injection for each stage (1000–4000 BBL=hour)
and maximum surface pressures were comparable for each well
(8000–12,000 pounds per square inch). The operator performed no microseismic monitoring for any of the Ryser wells
during the above operations.
Correlation of detected earthquakes with the hydraulic fracturing stages indicates that the first positive magnitude earthquake
observed was about 26 h after the stimulation had started. As
hydraulic fracturing progressed at each well, there was an apparent
increase and tapering off in the rate of event detections per hour
as the fracture stimulation began and ended, respectively (Fig. 3b).
Moreover, the Ryser-3 stimulation correlated with the most dramatic increase in rate of signal detections, coincident with stages
22 through 31 on 1 to 2 October (Figs. 3b).
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Because of the location of this earthquake sequence in a region
where no seismicity was observed prior, and its proximity to a
region with numerous hydraulic fracturing operations, Ohio
Department of Natural Resources-Division of Oil and Gas
Resources Management deployed in the epicentral area four
portable seismic stations with three-component short-period
sensors (model L22E; Fig. 2b). Starting from 30 October
2013, data from this network was telemetered over cellular modems near real time with a 200 Hz sampling rate as part of the
OhioNet regional seismic network (Besana-Ostman, 2013),
which is equipped with an Earthworm seismic processing system (Johnson et al., 1995). Through initial analysis of data
from OhioNet’s OHH1, OHH2, OHH3, and OHH4 stations, the seismicity associated with the earthquake sequence
had decreased and only eight earthquakes were detected and
located using HMSC, a proprietary software package. Thus, to
increase the usable data from OhioNet stations, the detection
cross correlation was reapplied to O53A data with a lowered
coefficient threshold of 0.70. In this process, daily results were
reviewed manually to remove false detections. From 30 October through 13 December, 30 earthquakes were observed and
identified on the TA O53A station that had corresponding
records at the four OhioNet stations. The magnitudes of the
earthquakes were measured with the same method as the earlier
detections, using the rms ratio of the P arrival of the TA O53A
vertical component, and ranged from M w − 0:8 to 0.7. P and S
arrivals were manually picked. HYPOINVERSE was used to
locate all of the earthquakes using the NE Ohio velocity model.
Consequently, 27 out of the 30 earthquakes were located using
records from all five stations in the network (Ⓔ Table S3). The
remaining three earthquakes had only four stations in operation due to a timing problem on OHH1. The earthquake locations had an average rms of 0:013 ! 0:005 s with horizontal
uncertainty averaging 400 ! 86 m and vertical uncertainty
averaging 868 ! 157 m. All earthquakes were located directly
beneath the Ryser wells and define an east–west linear cluster
with an average depth of 3.3 km below the surface and a range
of depths from 3.0 to 3.6 km.
To improve the accuracy of the absolute location of the
earthquakes from the portable network, an improved 1D
velocity model was needed. To produce such velocity model,
a Wadati plot (Wadati, 1933) of the 30 earthquakes’ S–P versus
P times was fit with a linear regression to determine a V P =V S
ratio. This resulted in a V P =V S ratio of 1.68 in which outliers
greater than one standard deviation were filtered out prior to a
second linear regression, which produced a V P =V S ratio of
1.70. To correct the layer 1 thickness of the NE Ohio velocity
model, which is the consolidated Paleozoic sedimentary rocks
above the crystalline Precambrian basement, we used the Ohio
Precambrian basement contour map from Baranoski (2002) to
determine the depth of the crystalline basement in the region
(∼3:0 km from the surface). With the derived V P =V S ratio
and the corrected basement depth for NE Ohio velocity model
November/December 2014

as a starting point, we performed an inversion for an improved
localized 1D velocity model using the VELEST software (Kissling et al., 1994). After three iterations, the inversion arrived at
a new model with P-wave velocities of layer 1 and layer 2 of the
NE Ohio velocity model that were reduced slightly (0:01 km=s)
herein named “Harrison velocity model” (Ⓔ Table S4). Using
HYPOINVERSE with the Harrison velocity model, the average
rms of the earthquakes improved to 0:011 ! 0:004 s. Four
other more complexly layered velocity models were derived based
on the available sonic logs on nearby wells to test with formation
tops determined from the Ryser wells. However, the use of these
other models produced higher location uncertainties and none
reduced the overall rms as well as the Harrison 1D model and
were therefore all subsequently rejected.
Cross-section and map views of the 30 earthquakes reveal
a linear east–west-trending structure at an average depth of
3.2 km from the surface (Figs. 6 and 7). To further constrain
the locations of the 30 earthquakes and minimize the uncertainty in the velocity model, we used HypoDD with manual
phase picks in an SVD inversion to obtain precise relative locations. Uncertainties from this relative location were 27 m
North–South, 10 m east–west, and 44 m in vertical using the
Harrison velocity model. Rotating the data in a 3D aspect delineates a planar structure trending N 92° and dipping steeply
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▴ Figure 6. North–south cross section perpendicular to strike of
preferred fault plane. Red circles represent HYPOINVERSE locations with error bars, and green circles are the same earthquakes
relocated with HypoDD.
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▴ Figure 7. A map view showing the 30 well-located earthquakes
with initial HYPOINVERSE locations as red circles and HypoDD
locations as green circles. The HypoDD locations of the 10 large
earthquakes are shown as blue circles, with error ellipses from
the original HYPOINVERSE location. The thickly colored sections
of the well paths highlight the hydraulic fracturing stages that correlate with the highest number of detected seismicity. The
composite focal mechanism is also plotted for reference.
to the north. The depths of the relocated earthquakes vary between 2.8 and 3.4 km from the surface.
The waveforms from the OhioNet portable network are
very similar (Fig. 8a) for different earthquakes, which is indicative of a similar source. The TA O53A waveforms for the 30
well-located earthquakes likewise show high cross-correlation
coefficients (ranging from 0.70 to 0.94) with the M w 2.0 event
template (Fig. 8b). Furthermore, S minus P differential travel
times for the 30 earthquakes measured at TA O53A are on
average 0:68 ! 0:02 s indicating that the well-located earthquakes are slightly further away from TA O53A than the
10 regionally located larger earthquakes.
P-arrival first motions for all of the earthquakes in the
sequence were consistent at all stations: compressional at TA
O53A, OHH2, and OHH3 and dilatational at OHH1 and
OHH4. Because of limited azimuthal coverage of stations
around the earthquake source and given the consistency of first
motions, we derived a composite focal mechanism with five stations of the portable network using FPFITmethod (Reasenberg
and Oppenheimer, 1985). The derived composite focal mechanism shows a left-lateral strike-slip mechanism having limited
scatter in P and T axes. Along-strike uncertainty is !10°, and
dip uncertainty is !11° (Fig. 9). The vertical east–west-striking
focal plane is close to the structure defined by the earthquake
locations and supports the interpretation of a single fault source.
It is interesting to note that for other induced earthquake
sequences in Ohio, similarly oriented left-lateral strike-slip focal
mechanisms have been observed (Seeber et al., 2004; Kim, 2013;
Skoumal, 2014). Although the COCORP OH-2 seismic reflection line transects this region, the targets of that study were
deeper Grenville basement structure and no near-surface faults
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▴ Figure 8. A plot showing unfiltered waveforms of the largest 12 well-located aftershocks using the portable network as observed at
(a) station OHH2 on the vertical EHZ component and (b) on the TA O53A station vertical BHZ component band-pass filtered from 1 to 20 Hz
to remove long-period signals. The character of the TA O53A waveforms is very similar with high correlation coefficients (0.73–0.97) to the
larger earthquakes located only using the TA network. The unfiltered TA O53A BHZ component (from Fig. 1a) is shown again for comparison in (c).
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Figure 9. Composite lower hemisphere first-motion focal mechanism using five earthquakes.

are well resolved in the data (Culotta et al., 1990). Furthermore,
the COCORP OH-2 line ran parallel to the strike of the
inferred fault, which would not have helped in resolving it. Unfortunately, there are no publicly available seismic-reflection
profiles through the region and no basement fault mapped by
the Ohio Geological Survey.

DISCUSSION
Locations using an NE Ohio velocity model of the Harrison
earthquake sequence, which occurred from 2 to 19 October,
were estimated to be about 800–1500 m west of the three
Ryser wells. The depths of these events are 1:4 ! 1:0 km below
the horizontal levels of the wells or about 3:8 ! 1:0 km from
the surface. These depths place the earthquakes in the crystalline Precambrian basement. However, back-azimuth analysis of
the three-component data of the closest TA station indicates
that the source of the P arrival is on average N174° azimuth,
which point directly to the location of the Ryser wells. Thus,
the absolute location of the earthquakes using a regional velocity model (Fig. 2) is inconsistent with the azimuthal analysis.
This discrepancy is most probably due to the geometry of the

stations used in the calculations, using only a 1D regional
velocity model, the absence of station corrections, and use
of a least-squares location algorithm.
However, despite the location inconsistency and uncertainty, the earthquakes temporal occurrence identified through
template matching more or less coincides with the hydraulic
fracturing operations. Moreover, the double-difference locations
using cross correlation of phases show a tight linear clustering of
the earthquakes, which is consistent with the similarity of waveforms for each earthquake. The obvious scatter in the initial locations observed in Figure 2b can therefore be explained by the
uncertainty on manual picks combined with the use of a regional
velocity model and no station corrections.
On the other hand, waveform signals from seismic events
induced by hydraulic fracturing have been known to have a
high degree of similarity as observed by surface monitoring
(Eisner et al., 2008; Hulsey et al., 2009) and through downhole
monitoring (Rutledge and Phillips, 2003). Waveform similarity
has been noted for the sets of data through cross-correlation
master event template technique: one that used mainly the
TA O53A station at the beginning of the earthquake sequence
and another one that utilized the OhioNet array. Thus, the
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▴ Figure 10. Seismic activity for the time Ryser-3 stages 12–47 were fractured, versus (a) cumulative injection volume in cubic meters
and (b) maximum injection pressures (psi) measured at the surface.
similarity of waveforms (refer to Figs. 1, 4, and 8) noted in this
study most probably indicates that the Harrison earthquake
sequence originated in the same source location area despite
the discrepancy in their initial locations.
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began within 26 h after the start of hydraulic fracturing operations at Ryser-2. The earthquake count also increased progressively through time as the fracture operations continued.
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Interestingly, the maximum count in detections on 2 October
is coincident in time with fracture operations on the Ryser-3
well wherein the maximum injection pressure was highest during the stimulation. The earthquake activity increased during
hydraulic fracturing at stages 22–25 of Ryser-3 (Fig. 10). Stages
located at the same vicinity in both Ryser-2 and Ryser-4 were
also correlated with increased detections (Fig. 7). Such precise
time–space correlation indicates strong coupling between the
pulse of increased formation pore pressure and the seismogenic
fault approximately 0.6 km directly below in the basement.
The well-located 30 earthquakes situated immediately
beneath the horizontal wells clearly delineate a linear east–
west-trending structure beneath the Ryser-2, Ryser-3, and
Ryser-4. Results of the composite focal mechanism determination likewise indicate an east–west-trending strike-slip fault for
these events. The earthquakes distribution defines a plane at
least ∼500 m long-trending east–west that extends from 3.0
to 3.5 km depth below the surface. This extent of the fault
clearly indicates that the fault rupture activity produced during
the operation occurred below the formation where the fracturing is supposed to remain confined to. Typical injection-related
seismicity has b-values closer to 2.0 (Maxwell et al., 2009) for
populations of new fractures being generated and b-values
closer to 1.0 for opening of pre-existing fractures. The b-value
of all the detected events is close to 1.0. This b-value suggests
activation of a pre-existing fault rather than the creation of new
fractures as intended by the injection operations.
Correlation between seismic activity and maximum injection pressure or injected fluid volume for Ryser-3 stages 21–47
show no apparent relationship due to the comparable injection
pressures and volumes for each stage of all of the Ryser wells
(Fig. 10). However, it can be surmised that the Ryser-3 had a
better hydraulic linkage with the pre-existing fault compared to
the other two wells, which were located further eastward.
Hence, stimulation operations in the two eastern wells had
lower numbers of events. Figure 11 shows a pattern of the
30 aftershock earthquakes mostly occurring deeper and farther
from the Ryser-3 with time, indicating a possible back-front of
the seismic activity (Parotidis et al., 2004). Such a temporal
trend can be an indication of pore-pressure diffusion through
time. Overall, the absence of seismicity in the area prior to 8
September, the peak of activity during particular stages along
the wells, and the gradual tapering off of seismicity as the injection and flowback operations ceased are very much indicative of a close relationship to overall Ryser wells operations.
On the other hand, hydraulic operations occurred directly
beneath the TA O53A station in May 2013 along Boyscout 4,
5, and 6 wells. There was no clear observable earthquake signal
at the station during these operations. This implies that microseismicity produced during such operations did not reach positive magnitudes and consequently stayed below the detection
threshold of a TA station.
Davis and Frohlich (1993) developed three primary criteria to determine if seismicity is induced by fluid injection activities: (1) coincident timing, (2) coincident location, and
(3) adequate fluid pressures. In the case of Harrison sequence,

▴ Figure 11. ) Vertical distance of the 30 postinjection earthquakes from the target hydraulic fracture formation versus time.
(b) The slant distance from a point on the Ryser-3 well bore where
the east–west seismicity pattern projects vertically into it. The
dashed line, drawn free-hand in plot (a) shows a possible
back-front of seismicity.
the first two criteria were positively achieved and thus indicative of induced seismicity due to hydraulic fracture stimulation.
Despite the absence of fault encountered during the drilling
logs (personal communication with operator), adequate pressures would have been introduced to cause positive magnitude
earthquakes along a pre-existing unknown structure that was
in a state of near failure. Because the ultimate goal of any
hydraulic fracturing operation is to stimulate crack growth,
earthquakes are expected as a consequence. However, positive
magnitude earthquakes triggered during such operations are still
rare and uncommon. To produce and stimulate cracks beyond
the target formation is undesirable both for purposes of good
production and for safety, especially if cracks were to propagate
into a shallower formation above the target formation. In the
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case of the Harrison earthquake sequence, the induced seismicity
indicated faulting below the target formation.

CONCLUSIONS
The portable network data with double-difference location of
earthquakes clearly show a vertical east–west-trending fault directly beneath the Ryser-2, Ryser-3, and Ryser-4 horizontal
wells. The fault is located in the Precambrian crystalline basement formation and not in the Paleozoic formations in which
the wells were located. Further, the highest concentration of
cross-correlation detections along the well bores aligns with
the portable earthquake locations, indicating that a possible
hydraulic pathway to the basement fault exists through the
Paleozoic formations. The 10 widely observed positive magnitude earthquakes located in the October 2013 Harrison County,
Ohio, earthquake sequence are spatially and temporally linked
with the hydraulic fracture operations at the nearby Ryser wells
through similarity of waveforms with the portable network.
Other numerous seismic events detected from cross correlation
show that the start and tapering off of seismic activity is
coincident with start and culmination of hydraulic operations,
respectively, with some temporal delay. The remarkable
similarity of waveforms between all of the earthquakes detected
during the hydraulic fracturing operations and afterward indicates a common source. Based on all of these corroborating
pieces of evidence, it is most probable that hydraulic fracturing
on the Ryser wells induced the 2013 Harrison earthquake
sequence.
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